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Purpose

This unit standard is for people who work, or intend to work, in the gasfitting industry.

People credited with this unit standard are able to identify and describe hand tools and testing equipment for gasfitting.

Classification

Plumbing, Gasfitting and Drainlaying > Gasfitting

Available grade

Achieved

Guidance Information

Legislation relevant to this unit standard includes but is not limited to:
Any legislation superseding the above will apply, pending review of this unit standard.

Outcomes and performance criteria

Outcome 1

Identify and describe hand tools and testing equipment for gasfitting.

Performance criteria

1.1 Hand tools are identified and described in terms of use in gasfitting.

   Range
   
   Allen keys, cold chisel, drills/drill bits, expanders, files, flare tools, friction blade saw, handsaws, hammers, pencil, pipe benders, pipe clamps, pipe tongs, pipe vice, pliers, pop riveter, punches, reamers, rule and tapes, screwdrivers, scriber, sealant gun, spanners (adjustable, open-ended), snips, socket set, spirit level, springs, square, swagers, taps and dies, tube cutters, wire strippers, wood chisel, wood saw.

1.2 Testing equipment is identified and described in terms of use in gasfitting.

   Range
   
   electronic carbon monoxide testing equipment, manometers (digital, water), multi-meter, thermometer.
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